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Early life. While growing up, Barr became friends with Roddy Piper during Piper's stint in the Oregonian
independent circuit. While attending Oregon State University, Barr became an accomplished amateur
wrestler, having become a four-time district champion and a two-time state champion. However, he later
dropped out of college to tend to his wife when she became pregnant.
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Gweilo or gwailou (Chinese: é¬¼ä½¬; Cantonese Yale: gwÃ¡ilÃ³u, pronounced [kÊ·É•ÌŒi lÇ’u] ()) is a
common Cantonese slang term for Westerners.In its unmodified form, it refers to light skinned people of
European descent and has a history of racially deprecatory use. Cantonese speakers frequently use gwailou
to refer to Westerners in general use, in a non-derogatory context, although whether ...
Gweilo - Wikipedia
Start of the March 1968 Champ Car race at Hanford Motor Speedway This is an evolving history of
Marchbanks Speedway, a racetrack just south of Hanford, Calif., that went by several names and layouts
over its two-decade life. Marchbanks, aka Hanford Motor Speedway, remains little known today but was the
first superspeedway west of the Mississippi, and hosted big-name NASCAR and Indy Car races ...
History of Marchbanks Speedway, aka Hanford Motor Speedway
At some point in their exploration of Brazil, the Portuguese encountered an animal they called
bicho-preguiÃ§a (lazy animal or animal sloth). (Portugese Wikipedia).The French called it Paresseux and the
Spanish Perezosos or Pereza (lazy). The English called it a Sloth.
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